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6. Enhancements to the Trading Portal  
 

This Chapter was specially included to discuss some of the limitations identified with the 

current system and to introduce the profile management module to address some of those 

operational limitations by adding more flexibility to the system. 

6.1 Some of the limitations with the current System 
 
6.1.1 Technical Limitations 
 
Limitations in bulk SMS Handling at SMS gateway 

Currently SMSLib which is a Java library for sending and receiving SMS messages via a 

GSM modem or mobile phone is used by the system. SMSLib and the modem 

collaboratively does the function of the SMS gateway. Currently this may process 7-10 

SMS per minute which is quite ok with a POC implementation as done with this project. 

 

Any how to address this limitation either some advance features of  SMSLib that supports 

some bulk SMS operators, by implementing their HTTP interfaces could be used or 

Kannel like SMS gateway could be used. Any how in commercial level implementation this 

functionality should be carried out by a SMS gateway implemented at a telecom vendor which 

support bulk SMS processing. 

 

Limitations in bulk SMS Handling at application level 

Application level SMS processing can be improved by introducing application level 

queues and thread pool to support concurrency.    

 

6.1.1 Operational Limitations 
 

1. Less flexibility of the message formats being used by the system as always a particular 

    order of the parameters needs to be followed. 

 

2. Difficulty in browsing the SMS inbox upon receiving large amount of messages. 
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Phone inbox may get overloaded with various notifications as listed below. 

• Successful offer registration message which provide a reference id  

• Notifications on matching offers (this is currently limited to 10) 

• Bid notifications  

• Payment information. 

As per the feedback from general public it won’t be a much of an issue to write down 

required information  and send message commands accordingly if user gets less no  of 

matching offers. But for an e.g. a separate SMS is sent  for the each of the matching offer 

up to 10 rather than sending a summary of the offers to the user as the system lacks the 

feature of caching matching offers for a specific user. If a particular user deal with more 

than one product the there will be more difficulties.  

Though mainly to address this limitation the profile manager is introduced it will provide 

many other features adding a huge flexibility to the system. 

 

6.2 Profile Management 

Profile manager will maintain the profiles of individuals. Individuals’ profile can be 

defined at the point of user registration.  

 

6.2.1 Achieving ebXML compliancy with Profile Manager  
For an e-commerce project to be ebXML [Figure 1 ] compliant it requires a collaboration-

protocol profile which allows defining trading partner specific business requirements. 

Once these business requirements are specified a technical contract can be configured 

between business partners. With the current implementation the SMS message it self 

defines the collaboration protocol and the elements of the SMS define the requirements to 

be satisfied for a business collaboration to take place. Here the farmer-trader offer 

matching mechanism act as the discovery service.  The proposed profile manager will 

maintain a collaboration-protocol profile for individual farmers and traders which can be 

defined at the point of registration. The profile defined can further be amended time to 

time based on business requirements. 
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6.2.2 Operational aspects of Profile Manager  
The profile manager is mainly focused on controlling trading related parameters only by 

maintaining an individual trading profile for each.  The more or less static personal 

information is kept separately  which is liked to the trading profile. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 46.  A Prototypic illustration of the  Profile Management Module 
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The profile manager will allow the functionalities discussed below 

 

Defining offers to buy / Offers to Sell at the point of Registration  

At the point of registration users can define a general offer for a particular product. 

With this facility a trader can define most likely to buy products along with the 

parameters to be matched along with the values.  For an e.g a trader may define that he’ll 

buy the product P100 at the price of  Rs. 80 per kilo with the quality factor  ‘A’ ,location  

“Dambulla’ and distance 50 Kms'.  Generally for most of the traders the initial 

parameters selected and values defined may remain the same other than the price. 

Therefore this feature will avoid the unnecessary posting of same a like offer frequently 

to the portal.  

Traders can be given a message code to activate an offer that is already defined in 

the profile. In day to day operations they may be just changing the price and this feature 

adds a great usability to the system. In the same way a trader can define offers for all 

products interested in buying and when he actually needs to purchase them he can 

activate the required offer with short message code. 

The activated discoveries show the currently activated offers by the trading partner 

searching for matches.   

 

 

Defining Offer Caching and Posting Criteria 

Currently, upon receiving matching offers for a particular offer to buy,  the trader  gets 

notifications up to 10. This will create inbox browsing difficulty and as this is limited to 

10 notifications, offers of well known framers may not be included with in this 10. 

 

The profile manager will allow caching all matching offers or offers from well known 

framers/traders and posting summary of offers in one SMS. Even when this notification 

should be received could also be defined with the feature of frequency of post.  

Even the no of matching offers to be posted to the user by the system can also be defined 

in the profile.  
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Dealing with Group of farmers / Traders 

The profile manager also allows defining the group selection criteria to select group of 

traders or farmers that may take part in a particular deal. For an e.g when a particular 

trader needs to buy 500 Kg of rice he may prefer to buy it from the closest farmers who 

have kept a good record in past transactions.  

 

Some enhancements to the standard ebXML collaboration profiles      

According to the original ebXML standard once a collaboration protocol profiles are 

defined and a contract is established between two trading partners, the individual profiles 

can’t be altered. But with the proposed design [6.2.1 ] it’s allowed altering the 

collaboration profiles to cater for dynamic business requirements that may arise on the 

fly. This feature will definitely add a huge flexibility to the System. 

 

History Analysis and Predicting on Offers that may be useful 

By activating this feature the system will study the buying /selling patterns of a particular 

trader / farmer and notify them on an offer that  they may be interested of or likely to be 

dealt with. For an e.g. a trader may frequently by beans from a particular farmer and 

when ever that farmer introduces and offer to sell on beans the system may notify about 

such offers to the trader. Even this could be extended to support to get offers in particular 

months in the year.   

 

 

 

For this kind of feature to be implemented a separate business intelligence module needs 

to be integrated with the system as illustrated below 
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Figure 47.  Business Intelligence Engine to analyze history 

 
Further Improvements to the profile manager 

 

A new feature can be introduced to the profile manager for farmers to define the 

harvesting period of a particular commodity and the expected quantity well in advance 

the harvest. In the same way traders may be allowed to define what they are planning to 

buy in near future. Having this knowledge the system may propose some likely to take 

place future deals after analyzing the history of both parties as well. So traders can do 

reservation on preferred agricultural commodities. 

 

Even the profile manager can be improved to capture trading patterns with seasonal 

variations and proposing the interacting parties of the possible deals.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


